
MAIN

ATTRACTIONS Order of Canada.  That’s all very nice, but for these three guys it’s all about their music, their friendship, their fans, and now pinball! In this epic music pinball ad-

venture, players will travel with Rush through time.   

Headlong Flight, Far 

Cry, One Little Victory, Working Man, 2112, Tom Sawyer, The Spirit of Radio, Freewill, Cygnus X-1 (Book One: The Voyage and Book Two: 

Hemispheres), The Big Money, Subdivisions, Limelight, Fly By Night, La Villa Strangiato, Bastille Day, and Red Barchetta   

deadly brain cancer.

Travel through time by shooting the pinball through a custom sculpted electromagnetic Time Machine, capable of catching and throwing balls through front or 

Premium and LE models feature a custom sculpted Clockwork Angels Clock, inspired from Neil Peart’s bass drum from their Time Machine Tour.  This custom 

clock has a motorized minute hand and illuminates at each segment, interacting with gameplay features based on the time.

Barenaked Ladies.

PRO PREM LE

LE ONLY

GAME 

FEATURES

Production limited to 1,000 machines

Individually Autographed by designer John Borg

game events

GAME 

FEATURES

Custom sculpted electromagnetic Time Machine ball lock with motorized ramp entrance and custom lighting effects across the sides and 

Clockwork Angels Clock, a custom sculpted Neil Peart bass drum with motorized minute hand and illumination at 12 positions

Ball lock post system, capable of staging 2 pinballs between main power scoop and side scoop subway

Main power scoop with kick out

Clear window insert gives visibility to pinball in subway

Red, white, and blue general illumination lighting

Red and white general illumination lighting

High speed plastic side Jackpot ramp

2112

responsive to game events

BACKGLASS

AND ART

Premium model features Moving Pictures inspired full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by 

Pro model features Power Windows inspired full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn comic artwork by Michael Barnard at 

HARDWARE

AND TRIM

Powder-coated steel bottom arch

Plastic molded bottom arch

GENERAL

FEATURES

*sold separately

**subject to adjustment**

RUSH: FEATURE MATRIX


